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IntroductionIntroduction



 
The Heliophysics Data Environment provides 
essential infrastructure supporting NASA’s 
Vision to understand “the Sun, the Heliosphere, 
and planetary environments as elements of a 
single interconnected system, one that contains 
dynamic space weather and evolves in response 
to solar, planetary, and interstellar conditions” 

NASA Sun-Solar System Connection Science 
and Technology Roadmap 2005-2035. 
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Yes, we have a rich set of data, but it is in a wide 
variety of places and formats, and available 
through a varied collection of interfaces. 
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Some of the HDMC requirements include


 

Maintain a comprehensive inventory of data and 
related resources. 



 

Provide discipline specific portals to Heliophysics 
resources (VxOs) that add value by providing easy-to- 
use interfaces and search tools based on events, 
positions, etc. 



 

Maintain SPASE descriptions of the inventoried 
resources (SPASE - Space Physics Archive Search 
and Extract - is a data model that provides a robust 
description of data, facilitating discovery).  The 
current estimate is that 25% of space-based data 
products have SPASE descriptions. 
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Discipline specific VxOs were formed by 
individual research proposals in response to a 
standard NASA Research Announcement. 



 
These include



 

VHO Virtual Heliospheric Observatory


 

VMO Virtual Magnetospheric Observatory


 

ViRBO Virtual Radiation Belt Observatory


 

ViTMO Virtual Ionosphere, Thermosphere, 
Mesosphere Observatory 



 

VEPO Virtual Energetic Particle Observatory


 

VWO Virtual Wave Observatory
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The VxOs all provide a number of functions, 
most importantly discipline-specific expertise. 



 
The VxOs provide a means of assuring that data 
descriptions are complete, accurate, and useful. 


 

All the VxOs are committed to providing a 
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relevant data. 
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Make model results available to the general 
community in a consistent format 


 

Allow visualization of any model results


 

Allow independent interpretation of published model 
results 



 
Seamless data-model comparisons


 

Get data from other VxOs


 

Get model results from Virtual Model Repository and 
CCMC 


 

Can request a model run if no model results exist
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VMR: ModelWeb Interface (2)VMR: ModelWeb Interface (2)


 

Web page is at UM


 

Runs ModelWeb at NASA 


 

Gathers data at UM


 

Create plots at UM
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DMSP Data is available 
from University of Texas 
at Dallas. 



 

Want to make the web 
page a little more 
intuitive, for people who 
don’t think in terms of 
orbit. 



 

Also want to compare 
data to ModelWeb IRI 
results. 



 

Created web page at UM 
to gather metadata at 
UTD about orbits, 
satellites, dates, etc. 



 

Choose date you want.


 

Data downloaded from 
UTD (on the fly)
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Once data is 
downloaded from 
UTD, can do 
many things: 



 

Choose portion of 
data to examine.



 

Plot different 
variables available 
within the data 
files. 



 

Compare to 
ModelWeb IRI 
run. 
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Plot of data downloaded from UTD (ANY TIME!)


 

IRI run at ModelWeb site utilizing location and time of data.


 

None of this is pre-loaded


 

Data is downloaded on the fly (and cached)


 

IRI is run when you select compare to IRI


 

Matches variables between IRI and DMSP
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Multiple days can be combined together to create new plots types that enable further 
science insight.
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Similarly, we can show availability of events run 
at the CCMC 
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We can search by event date and run type and 
plot comparisons with data, even if not created 
at runtime. 
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VMR Data-Model PlotVMR Data-Model Plot



 
Black is satellite data & 
trajectory 



 
Red is model run at 
CCMC 



 
Positions are taken from 
satellite cdf for model 
plot times, data at those 
positions are extracted, 
and comparison plot is 
made. 
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View movieView movie
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We are currently working on a web portal that will 
organize our internal UM run library, help with 
setup and filing of new runs at the CCMC, pull 
visualization tools from the SWMF GUI and other 
visualization work, and interact with the VMR for 
public viewing. 



 
Enhanced data/model comparison will be provided.



 
It will have public, authenticated, and admin 
sections. 



 
It is under development now, with a working 
prototype expected soon. 
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